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Wikipedia/ NASA 

Climate change 
over the last 
century 
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Scientific questions: 

 

How much will global temperature increase by the end 
of this century and beyond (climate sensitivity)? 

 

What regional patterns of climate change should we 
expect? 

 

How will extreme weather events, including tropical 
cyclones,  be affected? 
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Homes are flooded after Hurricane Sandy made landfall on the 
southern New Jersey coastline in this U.S. Coast Guard handout 
photo of Tuckerton, New Jersey on Tuesday. 

U.S. Coast Guard via Reuters 
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Power Dissipation Index and Sea Surface 
Temperatures over the tropical Atlantic 

Emanuel 2007 
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Black curve: observed distribution 
Blue curve: the simulated distribution for present-day climate 

Red curve: the simulated distribution for the late 21st century (A1B 
forcing) A regional dynamical downscaling model of Knutson et al. (2008) 

Projections for Atlantic hurricanes (Aug-Oct)  

Category 4-5 
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This talk: 
 

What could we learn from past climates (the early 
Pliocene epoch) and idealized climate simulations to 
inform our understanding of global warming and its 

impacts on tropical cyclones? 
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Simulations of tropical cyclones with a cloud-system 
resolving model for different climates (in prep.) 2013 
A.V. Fedorov, L. Muir and W.  Boos 
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Fedorov, Lawrence, Brierley, Liu, Dekens, Ravelo 2013 – Nature 

Elevated CO2 in the Pliocene 

390ppm 
 
 
280ppm 
 

Early Pliocene,  
4-5 Million yrs ago 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Why we focus on the e Pliocene – the CO2 concentrations was probably close to the present, eveated by ~100ppm asc ompared to the preindustrialNext – what do we know about this climate. It was much warmer, and more humid in places? There are two types of evidence – physical and geochemical



Ellesmere Island, 78oN 

Fossil tree trunks and leaves from 
the early Pliocene (4-5Ma) in high 
Arctic, Csank et al 2011 

The Arctic 

                     Arctic temperature difference  
                     Early Pliocene minus present 
 
 
                                                Annual mean  
                                          temperature some 
                                            16-20oC warmer 
 
                                             
                                            Growing season  
                                            (JJ)  

 
Compilation: Csank et al 2011 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The dating on the site is not spectacular. At the moment we rely onbiostratigraphic ages based on the vertebrate fauna found at the siteprovided by Tedford and Harrington in their 2003 paper. However, ourgroup is currently working on improving the dating at the site usingcosmogenic nuclide dating of the sediments and looking at microtyneteeth.The wood was preserved by being burial in an anoxic environment. Oncethe wood was reexposed at the surface it was tundra up there and sodecay rates are extremely slow. There are 45 million year old samplesup in the Canadian Arctic that are also still wood (although not aswell preserved as the Pliocene samples.
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Climate evolution of the past 5 million years 

Fedorov, Brierley, Lawrence, Dekens, Liu, Ravelo 2013, Nature 



Integrated Ocean Drilling 
Program R/V JOIDES 
Resolution, IODP Website 

Sediment core 

Alkenone unsaturation ratio in organic 
compounds produced by phytoplankton 
(coccolithophorid Emiliana huxleyi) 

2 µm 

Mg/Ca ratio in the fossil 
shells of foraminifers 

1 mm 
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Climate evolution of the past 5 million years 

Fedorov, Brierley, Lawrence, Dekens, Liu, Ravelo 2013, Nature 
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Present                                      Pliocene 
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A big problem:   Even a 100ppm CO2 increase 
within climate models is insufficient to simulate 
the observed warmth of the early Pliocene! 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Are there feedbacks underrepresented / underestimated by C m ?Cloud feedbacks.



Cloud �Feedbacks 

 Cloud properties and 
feedbacks are the largest 
cause of uncertainty in 
climate projections 
 
 

IPCC AR4: Global mean cloud 
radiative forcing from coupled 
models under A1B scenario –  
not even the sign is certain ! 
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Burls and Fedorov 
2013, in prep 
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Hurricane Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM) 
 

Described in Emanuel 2006 
 

Generates synthetic hurricane tracks 
 
Takes into account large-scale atmospheric fields (sea surface 
temperature, lapse rates, specific humidity, wind shear), which can be 
computed from a large-scale atmospheric GCM 

 
Hurricanes are initiated by random seeding (inserting weak vortices) 
 
 



Tracks of tropical cyclones, observations 1985-2005 (Wikipedia) 

  MODERN 
RECONSTRUCTION 

Hurricane Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM)  

Fedorov, Brierley 
and Emanuel, 
2010; Nature 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Reproduces the modern hurricane distribution quite well. Some problems in the Atlantic, but we will concentrate on the Pacific



  PLIOCENE 
RECONSTRUCTION 

  MODERN 
RECONSTRUCTION 

Fedorov, Brierley 
and Emanuel, 
2010; Nature 

Hurricane Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM)  

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Reproduces the modern hurricane distribution quite well. Some problems in the Atlantic, but we will concentrate on the Pacific



 

PLIOCENE: Power 
dissipation index, 
PDI=∫v3dt 

PRESENT: Power 
dissipation index, 
PDI=∫v3dt 

Fedorov, Brierley and Emanuel, 2010; Nature 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
For the Pliocene the two windows are closed. The temperature of water parcels is reset to surface values when a hurricane path crosses the path of a water parcel
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oC 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
There is a dramatic difference in the way the models simulate climate change in the tropics as compared to the Pliocene temperature reconstruction. Perhaps, the inability of the models to incorporate the hurricane/wind-driven circulation feedback is partly to blame.



 
Sensitivity experiments: 

  
 
Model:  SAM = System for Atmospheric Modeling 
 
 
 Cloud System or Cloud Resolving Model, Khairoutdinov and 

Randall 2003 
 

 Aqua-planet, 1/4 of the globe 
 

 Resolution: 15km 
 
 
  



 
                                               Prescribed SST  
                                            (perpetual summer) 
 
 
Experiments: 
 
Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) 
Tmin0   (min SST=0oC) 
 
 
Duration: 
  
1800 days   
(20 seasons) 
 
 
  
  

Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) 
Tmin0   (min SST=0oC) 

15oC 
 
 
 

6oC 
 
 

0oC 

  29oC 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Figure: 2d_timemean zonal plots compate all 3/ SAMS_compareall3_mean_100-600_SSTSST max at 9N



Precipitation and ITCZ 

Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) Tmin0   (min SST=0oC)  Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
/2dtime mean comparison/km15_tmin15_timemean2d_Prec



 TC examples, Precipitation 

 Category 2 

 Category 4 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Indiv_hurricane_plots/Cat4//hurricane_indiv_Cat4_km15_tmin06_0029Precipitation composite of cat4 vortices.



Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) Tmin0   (min SST=0oC)  Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 



Tracks of tropical and strong extra-tropical storms 

vort>7.5x10-4 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Tracks of locations of TCs.Reduction in strength and numbers from tmin00 to tmin06. Increase in numbers with tmin15.Movement in location to where the large reduction in wind shear takes place./trackplots/trackloc_vs_vmax_all_in_one_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15



Vort>7.5x10-4 

All tracks 

Tmin0   (min SST=0oC)                                  Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
                                     
 
                                Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
 Scatterplots:   

pressure vs 
wind-speed 

TC 

ETS 

TC 

ETS 

TC 

ETS 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MSLP vs pressure Color is the genesis latitude.Minimum vorticity is 7.5e-4All latitudes/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin06_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin15_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15



Number of storm by strength 
 

GenLat <40oN (vort>10-3) 

Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) 
Tmin0   (min SST=0oC) 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Total number of tropical cyclone tracks/trackplots/numberoftracks_vs_vmax_all_runs_tmin00_tmin06_tmin151800 days 



   Summary 
 
 Earth’s climate is now significantly cooler than the early Pliocene – 

the last epoch with CO2 near 400ppm. The difference is as high as 8-
10oC in mid to high latitudes over the ocean, and almost 20oC inland 
in the Arctic. 

 
 Whether the climate could return to that of the early Pliocene is 

unclear. A likely key factor is underestimated cloud feedbacks. If so, 
we could be severely underestimating the future effects of CO2 rise 
(e.g. temperature increase, sea level rise, hurricanes, etc.). 
 

 Tropical cyclone activity changes non-monotonically with reductions 
in the meridional SST gradient (first decreases then strongly increases 
) 
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Potential intensity                Wind shear 

Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
Tmin6   (min SST=6oC) 
Tmin0   (min SST=0oC) 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
/potintensity/potential_intensity_tmin0-15comparisonUnits?Zonal mean wind shear plots. 850mb – 200mb wind speed difference. Increases in the warmest world in the tropics, while decreases significantly between 25 – 50N./windshear/windshear_tmin_tmin0-15comparison



  
    

   
 
  

Scatterplots   pressure vs wind-speed 

Simulated TC, present-day climate  

Knutson et al 2007 
18km regional model (red) 
Observations (black) and 
observations (black) 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
/trackplots/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin151800 days of data used in this plot (20 x 90day season)



39   Brierley, Fedorov, Liu, Herbert, Lawrence, LaRiviere 2009 

Early Pliocene reconstruction and modern sea surface 
temperatures in the Pacific, oC 

  ~4Ma 

Modern 

Data: 
Alkenones; 

Mg/Ca; 
 

Pacific, 
Indian, 

and 
Atlantic 
oceans 

Early Pliocene 
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Conclusions: 
  
 Using a cloud system resolving model with a 15km 

resolution and RAVE=15 we are able to simulate 
realistically the distribution of tropical cyclones including 
category 5  
 

 TC activity changes non-monotonically with reduction in 
the meridional SST gradient (first decreases then 
increases) 
 

 There is a dramatic increase in TC activity in low-
gradient climates (think Eocene, Pliocene) and a 
merging between extra-tropical and tropical storms 

 
 
  



42   Brierley, Fedorov, Liu, Herbert, Lawrence, LaRiviere 2009 

Early Pliocene reconstruction and modern sea surface 
temperatures in the Pacific, oC 

  ~4Ma 

Modern 

Data: 
Alkenones; 

Mg/Ca; 
 

Pacific, 
Indian, 

and 
Atlantic 
oceans 

Early Pliocene 
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Hypothetical warm pool in 
the early P liocene (~4Ma) 

oC 

Present-day warm pool 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
There is a dramatic difference in the way the models simulate climate change in the tropics as compared to the Pliocene temperature reconstruction. Perhaps, the inability of the models to incorporate the hurricane/wind-driven circulation feedback is partly to blame.
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Sea ice extent  in 
September of 2012 
versus average  ice 
extent in summer over 
past 20 years 
 
The area of permanent 
sea ice is shrinking! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
National Snow and Ice 
Data Center 
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                                                                                            4-6oC                                                                                             4-6oC 

Fedorov, Lawrence, 
Brierley, Liu, 

Dekens, Ravelo 
2013, Nature 

 
Also:   

Martínez-Garcia et 
al 2010 

Dekens et al 2008 
Fedorov et al 2006 

Wara et al 2005 

Reduced 
meridional 
and  zonal  
SST 
gradients in 
the Pliocene! 

Meridional SST gradients        Zonal SST Gradients 

Present                   Pliocene Present                    Pliocene 
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Hypothetical warm pool in 
the early P liocene (~4Ma) 

oC 

Summary of observations: 
 
1. Weak zonal SST gradients (a 
permanent “El Niño-like” state) 
 

2. Reduced meridional SST  
gradient (broad warm pool) 
 

3. Maximum SST at ~29o 
 

4. CO2: below 380ppm 

  Experiments with 
coupled GCMs 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
There is a dramatic difference in the way the models simulate climate change in the tropics as compared to the Pliocene temperature reconstruction. Perhaps, the inability of the models to incorporate the hurricane/wind-driven circulation feedback is partly to blame.
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Fedorov, Brierley, Lawrence, Dekens, Liu, Ravelo 2013, Nature 

Climate evolution of the past 5 million years 



Fedorov, Brierley, Lawrence, Dekens, Liu, Ravelo 2012, Nature, in revision 

Climate evolution of the past 5 million years 
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Fedorov et al 2006 in Science, compiled from Zachos et al 2001 and Petit et al 1999 

Variations in CO2 and proxy temperatures in Antarctica (last 0.5Myr) 

Variations in CO2 / temperature oC 
Anthropogenic CO2 rise -> 
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Hurricane Statistical DownScaling Model (SDSM) 
 

 
Described in Emanuel 2006 

 
Generates synthetic hurricane tracks 

 
Has a subroutine to calculate hurricane intensity, using an axisymmetric 
Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (CHIPS) 

 
Has a simple model for ocean mixing 
 
Takes into account large-scale atmospheric fields (sea surface 
temperature, lapse rates, specific humidity, wind shear), which can be 
computed from a large-scale atmospheric GCM 

 
Hurricanes are initiated by random seeding (inserting weak vortices) 
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Hurricane Statistical Downscaling Model (SDSM) 
 

Described in Emanuel 2006 
 

Generates synthetic hurricane tracks 
 

Has a subroutine to calculate hurricane intensity, using an axisymmetric 
Coupled Hurricane Intensity Prediction System (CHIPS) 

 
Has a simple model for ocean mixing 
 
Takes into account large-scale atmospheric fields (sea surface 
temperature, lapse rates, specific humidity, wind shear), which can be 
computed from a large-scale atmospheric GCM 

 
Hurricanes are initiated by random seeding (inserting weak vortices) 
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V850 and V250 are flows at two pressure levels (two altitudes) 
 
α- a weighting coefficient 

 
Vβ – is beta-drift (advection of a vortex due to planetary rotation) 

For example, synthetic hurricane tracks (the hurricane location 
in time) are obtained by integrating spatial velocity with time : 



Tmin0   (min SST=0oC)                                        Tmin6   (min 
SST=6oC) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              
                                    Tmin15 (min SST=15oC) 
 

Vort>7.5x10-4 

GenLat<40oN 

Scatterplo
ts:   
pressure 
vs wind-
speed 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MSLP vs pressure Color is the genesis latitude.Minimum vorticity is 7.5e-4All latitudes/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin06_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin15_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15



Vort>7.5x10-4 

GenLat<40oN 

Tmin0   (min 
SST=0oC) Present-day 

climate 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MSLP vs pressure Color is the genesis latitude.Minimum vorticity is 7.5e-4All latitudes/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin06_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin15_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15



Vort>7.5x10-4 

GenLat<40oN 

Tmin0   (min 
SST=0oC) Present-day 

climate 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MSLP vs pressure Color is the genesis latitude.Minimum vorticity is 7.5e-4All latitudes/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin06_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin15_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15



Vort>7.5x10-4 

GenLat<40oN 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
MSLP vs pressure Color is the genesis latitude.Minimum vorticity is 7.5e-4All latitudes/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin00_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin06_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15/trackplots_7p5e4/mslp_vs_windspeed_latitudeinitialcolor_tracks_km15_tmin15_tmin00_tmin06_tmin15





Experimental Set-up: 
  

Model:  SAM = System for Atmospheric 
Modeling 
 
 Cloud System or Cloud Resolving Model, Khairoutdinov and 

Randall 2003 
 

 Convection is simulated directly (not parameterized) 
 

 Aqua-planet, equatorial β-plane, 1/4 of the globe, periodic 
b.c. 

 
 Resolution: 15km 
 
 RAVE (Reduced Acceleration in the Vertical), Kuang et al 

2005 
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Hypothetical warm pool in 
the early P liocene (~4Ma) 

oC 

Relatore
Note di presentazione
There is a dramatic difference in the way the models simulate climate change in the tropics as compared to the Pliocene temperature reconstruction. Perhaps, the inability of the models to incorporate the hurricane/wind-driven circulation feedback is partly to blame.
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